Abstract-This paper introduces a new methodology to develop comprehensive structural and behavioral models of kinesin nanomotor within its cell using agent technology. In this work, firstly, kinesin nanomotor is introduced as a physical intelligent agent. Then, we have proposed an agent-based structural model of kinesin nanomotor using composite diagram of Unified Modeling Language (UML). We also introduced its heads and tail as the kinesin's sensors and its motor domain as its actuator. An agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor was developed using Finite State Machine (FSM) diagram of UML and illustrated the internal intelligent and autonomous decisionmaking process of the nanomotor. The proposed agent-based behavioral FSM model was verified with its mathematical definitions which developed as Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) and its respective grammar. The outputs of the proposed grammar were in agreement with the proposed DFA model and traced the behavior of the nanomotor in nature. Also, the behavioral DFA model of the nanomotor was implemented as its software agent model. The proposed agent-based structural and behavioral models of kinesin nanomotor introduced the nanomotor as bio-nanoagent which was able to sense its cell through its sensors, make decision internally, and perform actions upon the cell through its actuator.
INTRODUCTION
The recent research advances in engineering, robotics, nanotechnology, and bionics have presented the possibility of detecting and manipulating of desirable natural intelligent nanosystems as bio-nanocomponents for potential bionanorobotic systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . One general class of these bionanocomponents is kinesin protein nanomotor that moves in a linear fashion in the cells of organisms and is responsible for various dynamical processes for transporting single molecules over small distances to cell movement and growth [3] [4] [5] . In order to facilitate the understanding of the properties of kinesin nanomotor towards its applications, computational studies and models can be constructed. Previously reported computational works on kinesin nanomotor, simulated and modeled the behavioral aspects of the nanomotor in terms of changing some parameters in its mechanism [6, 7] . However, a comprehensive computational model that can model the nanomotor as an intelligent agent has not been considered yet. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a comprehensive computational model of kinesin nanomotor's structure and behavior within its environment using agent technology which has not been considered yet. Agent technology is an artificial intelligence technique that models each system component as an intelligent agent which is able to realize the objective of a whole system through interaction with the environment of the system and other agents [8] . At first, we employ agent technology and introduce kinesin nanomotor as a physical intelligent agent. The agent-based structural model illustrates the sensors and actuator of the nanomotor as an agent, while the behavioral model demonstrates the internal decision making process of the nanomotor. We test the accuracy of the proposed agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor with comparing the mathematical definitions of the model to the introduced physical intelligent agent of the nanomotor. Finally, we implement the proposed agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor in a programming environment.
II. AN ENGINEERING OVERVIEW OF KINESIN NANOMOTOR
Kinesin nanomotor is a microtubule (MT)-based nanomotor that transports cargos within the cell by walking along MT tracks [4] . The nanomotor is powered by converting chemical energy into mechanical work through the hydrolysis of adenosine-5΄-triphosphate (ATP), into adenosine-5΄-diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (P i ) [5] . Conventional kinesin (hereafter kinesin) nanomotor is a protein dimer with two globular heads connected together via a short and flexible neck linker at the long central coiledcoil stalk region that ends in a tail domain opposite the heads [4] (Fig. 1) . The coiled-coil stalk of kinesin nanomotor is interrupted by a few hinge regions that are in relation with the nanomotor behavior: (1) hinge 1 region which links the neck and the stalk domains, and (2) hinge 2 region which divides the stalk into two coiled-coil domains [9] . Kinesin nanomotors are able to recognize the direction of movement along MTs and transport cargos towards the plus-end of MTs [4] . Intracellular cargo transport occurs along MTs when the appropriate nanomotor binds to a cargo through its tail and simultaneously binds to MT through one of its heads. The nanomotor then moves in a hand-over-hand manner along the rail with repeated cycles of coordinated binding and unbinding of its two heads [10, 11] . According to the Fig. 2 , the hand-over-hand movement model begins with both heads of the nanomotor in the ADP form, while one head binds to a MT. The binding of ATP to one head triggers a conformational change that leads to locking this head domain in place to MT and throwing the second head towards the plus-end of MT (Fig. 2 (B) ). ATP-hydrolysis in one of the heads primes the nanomotor for movement. Movement is then accomplished by the exchange of ATP for bound ADP in the second head and a rotation of the back hand into the front ( Fig. 2 (D) ). Thereby hand-over-hand movement is accomplished and kinesin pulls the cargo towards the plusend of MT. At the end of the run, the nanomotor releases the cargo at an appropriate site of the cell with detaching from MT or transfers it to another nanomotor [4] . On the other hand, the second hinge region in the structure of kinesin nanomotor is concerning with two forms of the nanomotor, inactive (folded) and active (unfolded) forms [12] . In the inactive form, a motif on the tail domain inhibits ATPase activity in the head domain and diminishes binding to MTs. This may prevent wasteful hydrolysis of ATP by kinesin when the nanomotor is not transporting cargo [12] .
III. KINESIN NANOMOTOR AS A PHYSICAL AGENT
An emerging computational technology for representing the real-world systems is agent technology. Intelligent agent (hereafter agent) is an autonomous entity which senses the environment through sensors, decides the responsive actions internally, and acts upon an environment through actuators in order to direct its activities towards achieving its goals. The following certain characteristics have been reported for an agent: (1) autonomy, (2) reactivity, (3) pro-activity, and (4) sociality [13] . In this way, the definitions of characteristics of kinesin nanomotor as an agent are as follows: (1) autonomy: kinesin nanomotor is able to start intracellular cargo transportation autonomously with binding to a cargo and MT simultaneously, move autonomously along MT with recognizing the direction of movement, release cargo at an appropriate site of the cell or transfer cargo to the other nanomotors autonomously, and activate/inactivate itself to unfolded/folded form autonomously, (2) reactivity: kinesin nanomotor perceives the environment through sensing cargo, MT, and ATP in order to accomplish intracellular cargo transportation, (3) pro-activity: active kinesin nanomotor transports cargo in the cell and at the end of the run releases cargo at an appropriate site of the cell or transfers cargo to another nanomotor, and (4) sociality: kinesin nanomotor cooperates with several nanomotors in order to transport cargo in the cell. Thus, kinesin nanomotor can be defined as a physical agent that interacts with the cell as its environment. In this work we focus on the autonomy, reactivity, and proactivity capabilities of kinesin nanomotor and propose agentbased structural and behavioral models of the nanomotor.
IV. AGENT-BASED MODELING OF KINESIN NANOMOTOR
Previously reported computational works on kinesin nanomotor, simulated and modeled some behavioral aspects of the nanomotor in terms of changing some properties in its mechanism [6, 7] . For instance, Hong et al. [6] simulated the processive movement of kinesin nanomotors with a lattice model of Monte Carlo simulation in terms of the effect of ATP and ADP concentrations on the speed of the nanomotor and also the distribution of the dwell time. Also, Jamali et al. [7] simulated the intracellular motion of kinesin nanomotors within a stochastically fluctuating medium via the Langevin dynamics in terms of the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule per one step of motion, the space-time trajectories of the heads, the variation of kinesin velocity with the applied external force, and the processivity nature of kinesin motion. However, a comprehensive computational model that can model the nanomotor as an agent-based nanosystem has not been considered yet. Therefore, in this paper, we have applied agent technology to introduce a comprehensive model of kinesin nanomotor within its cell. Recently, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been reported as a modeling tool for representing the agent-based systems [14] . Also, as there are several complex emergent behaviors in intelligent bio-nanosystems, the autonomous behaviors of them are difficult to fully understand. Therefore, we have used UML and the concept of the adjustable autonomy [13] in order to represent an agent-based model of individual kinesin nanomotor within its cell. 
A. Agent-based Structural Model
In this section, we use composite diagram of UML and propose an agent-based structural model of kinesin nanomotor which introduces its sensors and actuator. A composite diagram shows the internal structure of a system as well as the interaction of the system with its environment using parts, ports, and connectors [14] . The agent-based structural model of kinesin nanomotor using composite diagram of UML has been shown in Fig. 3 . As it can be seen from Fig. 3 , the proposed composite diagram of UML is able to model the structure of kinesin nanomotor as well as the roles of the motor and tail domains in the mechanism of the nanomotor. The required "ATP" port on the "Heads" part demonstrates that the nanomotor needs to receive ATP from the cell. The provided "ADP, P i " port demonstrates that the nanomotor releases ADP and P i to the cell. According to the proposed agent-based structural model, a kinesin nanomotor receives inputs (cargo, ATP, and MT) through its required ports and acts upon the cell through its external provided port, "Movement" port. This new computational structural model of kinesin nanomotor illustrates kinesin nanomotor as a bionanoagent with its sensors and actuator. The heads and tail of the nanomotor can be as its sensors as the nanomotor perceives ATP, MT, and cargo through them. On the other hand, as the nanomotor can generate two possible moving or not moving outputs, the motor domain of the nanomotor can be its actuator. This agent-based structural model can be useful for scientists from vast variety of sciences, especially computer science, engineering, and robotics to understand the structure of kinesin nanomotor towards its potential applications.
B. Agent-based Behavioral Model
In this section, we apply Finite State Machine (FSM) diagram of UML and introduce an agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor which illustrates the internal decision-making process of the nanomotor. The internal decision-making process of the nanomotor demonstrates how the nanomotor responds to the perceived inputs of its sensors with the generated actions of its actuator. The FSM diagram provides a graphical way to describe a system behavior through finite state transitions [14] . In order to design the FSM diagram of kinesin nanomotor, its behavior should be represented as a set of rules. Also, the behavior of kinesin nanomotor is in good agreement with two key ideas of the subsumption agent architecture reported by Brook et al. [15] .
The subsumption architecture represents the behaviors of an agent as a set of hierarchal rules [15] . Based on the Brook et al. [15] theory: (1) kinesin nanomotor is situated in the realworld, and (2) the intelligence of the nanomotor emerges from its interaction with the cell. In this way, we have specified the behavior of kinesin nanomotor with the following subsumption hierarchical rules: (10.1): if (the nanomotor is detached from MT) then the nanomotor stays in detached form; (10.2): if((the nanomotor is in detached form) and (the nanomotor binds to MT and cargo simultaneously)) then the nanomotor is active at the start of movement.
Behaviors (10.1) and (10.2) ensure that the nanomotor is able to start the intracellular cargo transportation autonomously using its sensors. Behavior (10.2) defines the start of emergent behavior of the nanomotor which is supposed that one head of the nanomotor binds to MT initially with both heads in ADP form. Therefore, behavior This specified hierarchical movement rules of kinesin nanomotor represents their priority that the nanomotor uses it to select a rule to do in response to the cell. Therefore, based on this specified subsumption hierarchy of movement rules of kinesin nanomotor, we have proposed its agent-based behavioral model using FSM diagram of UML that has not been reported yet (Fig. 4) . As it can be seen from Fig. 4 , the agent-based behavioral model shows how kinesin nanomotor responds to the perceived inputs based on its internal state through generating actions. In fact, this agent-based behavioral FSM model illustrates the internal decisionmaking process of the nanomotor which links the perceived inputs of its sensors to the generated actions of its actuator. The understanding of the internal decision-making process of kinesin nanomotor can facilitate and reveal the potential applications of the nanomotor as an intelligent and autonomous component in nanorobotic systems.
In order to validate the accuracy of the proposed agentbased behavioral FSM model of kinesin nanomotor, we have used the mathematical definition of FSM [16] . Also, the agent-based behavioral FSM model of kinesin nanomotor is a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA). DFA is a quintuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , F), where (1) Q is the finite set of states, (2) Σ is the input alphabet, (3) δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function, (4) (Fig. 5 ). The DFA model indicates that nanomotor autonomously starts its emergent intracellular behavior when attached to a cargo and bound to MT simultaneously (as c Σ in q 0 Q of M kinesin ). Then, kinesin nanomotor continues its behavior with receiving new inputs and changing its internal states until releasing cargo at an appropriate site of the cell (as h Σ of M kinesin in q 0 Q of M kinesin ) or transferring it to another nanomotor (as g Σ in q 4 Q of M kinesin ). As q 0 , q 4 F of M kinesin , it can be concluded that the agent-based behavioral M kinesin model only accepts the input strings which are based on the behavior of the nanomotor in nature. Also, as each FSM has its respective grammar [18] , we have proposed the respective grammar of M kinesin , G kinesin , as follow:
where λ denotes the empty string. The first rule of G kinesin indicates that kinesin nanomotor stays in q 0 state until receiving cargo and binding the motor domain to MT (as c Σ of G kinesin ) which causes transition to state q 1 . In q 1 state, using the second rule, the nanomotor is able to: (1) replace ATP to ADP (as d Σ of G kinesin ) and transform to sate q 2 , or (2) transfer cargo to another nanomotor (as g Σ of G kinesin ) and inactivate itself to the state q 4 , or (3) release cargo at an appropriate site of the cell (as h Σ of G kinesin ) and detach from MT, in the q 0 state. The remainder rules can be explained in the same way. The generated strings of G kinesin have been demonstrated in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 , for simplicity, we have indicated only three levels of the outputs of G kinesin with generated final strings including λ, a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb, cg, and ch. The generated final string λ indicates that kinesin nanomotor waits for receiving cargo and binding to MT, in q 0 state. In this way, λ is acceptable by M kinesin because q 0 ∈ F. As the generated strings a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb demonstrate that kinesin nanomotor can receive cargo or wants to bind to MT in q 0 state for several times separately and without state changing, all of them are acceptable by M kinesin . This is due to that with these input strings M kinesin stays in q 0 ∈ F state without transition. Also, the generated strings cg or ch represents that kinesin nanomotor after starting its movement can transfer cargo to another nanomotor or release cargo at an appropriate site of the cell respectively. Both of the cg and ch strings are acceptable by M kinesin because when M kinesin read these strings it reaches to q 4 , q 0 ∈ F respectively. In general, our proposed computational G kinesin can generate all the final strings which are equivalent to the generated natural events by the cell to kinesin nanomotor as well as the natural behaviors of the nanomotor. All of these generated outputs of G kinesin are acceptable by the proposed M kinesin model. This indicates that the developed computational M kinesin model accepts only the final strings which are equivalent to the generated natural events by the cell to kinesin nanomotor or the natural behaviors of the nanomotor. Also, the proposed computational M kinesin model demonstrates how kinesin nanomotor decides to select an action to do in response to the perceived input from the cell based on its internal state. In this way, our proposed M kinesin can be a computational model of the internal intelligent and autonomous decision-making process of kinesin nanomotor equivalent to the natural behavior of the nanomotor.
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF AGENT-BASED MODEL
In this section, we implement the proposed agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor, M kinesin , as an active object class [13] This function generates five stochastic events that are possible to occur in the cell and affect the behavior of kinesin nanomotor including a, b, c, g, and h events (equivalent to a, b, c, g, and h Σ of M kinesin ). Also, in class definition, kinesin nanomotor has five internal states including q 0 to q 4 (equivalent to q 0 to q 4 Q of M kinesin ). According to the definition of the class, kinesin nanomotor can perceive these five generated events by the cell and decide to produce an action based on its state and perceived inputs in order to achieve the intracellular cargo transportation. In the proposed cell function, it is assumed that the cell produces 25 stochastic events for kinesin nanomotor as the inputs of the nanomotor. This program was run and the outputs of the program (generated actions of the software agent model) indicated a good agreement with the natural behavior of the nanomotor (Fig. 7) . Therefore, it can be concluded that the objective of our computational designed and implemented software agent model of kinesin nanomotor is in agreement with the objective of the nanomotor's behavior in nature.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have modeled the perfect structure and autonomous behavior of kinesin nanomotor within its cell using agent technology which has not been considered yet. At first, based on an engineering overview of the structure and mechanism of kinesin nanomotor, the nanomotor was introduced as a physical agent. Then, the agent-based models of the structure and mechanism of the nanomotor were Fig. 6 . The outputs of the Gkinesin. For simplicity, the graph indicates three levels of the generated strings of Gkinesin.
proposed using composite and FSM diagrams of UML respectively. The proposed computational agent-based structural model introduced kinesin nanomotor as a bionanoagent where its heads and tail were its sensors and its motor domain was its actuator. The proposed computational agent-based behavioral model demonstrated the internal decision-making process of the nanomotor which linked the perceived inputs from the heads and tails (sensors) to the generated actions by the motor domain (actuator). The proposed behavioral FSM model of the nanomotor was verified with its mathematical definitions that were demonstrated as DFA, M kinesin , and its respective grammar, G kinesin . The outputs of the G kinesin were in agreement with M kinesin and natural behaviors of the nanomotor. The modeling results indicated that the proposed M kinesin was a computational model equivalent to the natural decisionmaking process of the nanomotor. Finally, based on the behavioral M kinesin model, we have implemented the behavior of kinesin nanomotor with a program in C#.NET programming environment. Accordingly, the outputs of the program were in good agreement with the natural behavior of kinesin nanomotor. This work focused on the autonomy, reactivity, and pro-activity capabilities of kinesin nanomotor and modeled the nanomotor as an intelligent and autonomous bio-nanosystem. A future study may consider the social capability of kinesin nanomotor.
